GO FROM HOT YOGA
TO INTENSE FITNESS...
IN 2 SECONDS

MORE HEALTH, FITNESS AND THERAPY BENEFITS
THAN ANY TOOL AVAILABLE
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Brain Derived Neurotropic Factor

FitBomb Delivers Major Benefits
1- Detoxification
2- Weight Loss
3- Cardiovascular Workout
4- Relaxation
5- Anti-Aging
6- Muscle Development

Areas of the Body Affected
- Brain
- Face
- Sinuses
- Lungs
- Back, Neck, Hips & All Other Joints
- Skin
- Internal Organs
- Melt Fat & Cellulite
- Detoxes Entire Body
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FITBOMB

IN ACTION - WHAT YOU CAN DO INSIDE

TRAINING VIDEOS - INSTANT ACCESS

Workout with the Pros
Select from multiple categories and 100’S OF training video.

Keep your training fun and productive:
* Hot Yoga * Barre * Pilates
* Resistance Training * Core
* Flexibility * MMA – Martial Arts ...

Far more than you could imagine...
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COMMERICAL

INCREASE PROFIT with the Automated Power Activation System (PAS)

- PAS is our new proprietary technology that allows you to automate sales and use of the Solo FitBomb. PAS activates power to the unit using a pre-paid card. Members purchase and load one or multiple activations.

- All activity is automated, logged into a computerized system; documenting each activation, by whom and when.

- Pre sell or send out sample PAS cards to many local businesses; chiropractors, therapy centers, spas and other synergistic facilities or even consumers.

- Send cards as gifts and it’s a near guarantee that they will get used. This means potential massive traffic to your facility.
Thousands of locations exist throughout the US and internationally which have the need for an all-inclusive health, fitness and therapy center in their facility.

- Gyms - Health Clubs
- SPAS
- Apartment Communities
- Pro Sports - College Athletics
- Chiropractors - Therapy Centers
- Pilates Studio
- Boxing Studios
- Condo Communities
- Military - VA - Government Agencies
- Professional Sports
- Rehab Facilities - Physical Therapy
- Hotels, Resorts
- Corporate Wellness
- MMA Studios
- Home Gyms
- Country Clubs
- Personal Training Studios
- Yoga - Barre Studios

**How Profitable is the FitBomb?**

**Sales Projections**

100’s of Training Videos give you the option to make money in many ways.

Then imagine 5 or as many as 10 units working for you - generating revenue!

*These figures are for estimating purposes only FIT Systems makes no claims or guarantees.*
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GO from HOT Yoga to INTENSE Fitness in 2-Seconds

- Explosive Profits
- Attract new Members
- Boost Memberships
- Increase Retention
- Make More Money
- It's Fun & Addictive

Studio FitBOMB - Not Just another Hot Box - But the Original Far Infrared Fitness Sauna
Patent Pending Features Will Produce EXPLOSIVE HEALTH AND FITNESS.

Attract & Captivate New Target Markets

Benefits That Appeal to Massive Untapped Markets:
- Older Demographic - 45 & Older - Need Safe, Injury Free Results
- ADA Compliant
- Recovery - Therapeutic - Anti-Aging - Skin Rejuvenation - Scar Removal - Beauty...

Stand Alone Profit Center

Generate Immediate and Continuous Profit:
- Works 3 Simultaneously
- 6 - Workouts = $90 - $180 Per Hour
- Add $20,000 to $40,000 Per Month (at capacity)

Boost & Monetize Existing Clients

Automated (Extensive) Training Options:
- Hot yoga - Pilate's - Group Training
- Martial Arts, MMA Training
- Barre, Dance, Gymnastics, Stretch, Flex
- Burn Calories
- Build Muscle
- Detoxify,
- Lose Weight, Get Ripped
- 100's More...

FREE FitBOMB (Single Unit)
Find out how to get one of our single unit FitBOMB's for Free. A $4,500 Value!

888-589-7286 ext1

www.fitnesshiq.com
Specifications

FitBomb: Loaded With Proprietary Features - That Produce More Benefits Than Any Single Tool!

- **Reinforced Walls**: Durable reinforcement provides 200 lbs of strength to each of the 24 "D" Rings throughout the interior.
- **2-Stretch Bars**: Get HOT - then get Flexible - Great for Hot Yoga, Martial Arts, Barre, Dance, Gymnastics or recuperative therapy.
- **Touchscreen Controls**: Select from 100’s of live videos with one swipe - Set heat, adjust time and lighting.
- **Power Access System (PAS)**: Optional for commercial facilities: Health clubs, hotels, spas, and doctors. PAS cards enable automation & access on a pay-per-use basis.
- **Exercise Bands - Yoga Mat**: Connect exercise bands & belts to the "D" rings inside. Add one or more (for more resistance) - Work every possible muscle building combinations.
- **Handicap Ramp & Handles**: Wheelchair accessible.
- **36" Wide (Sliding) Glass Door**: Wheelchair accessible.
- **Far Infrared Heat Technology**: The best of both worlds; the FitBombs use a powerful combination of Black Bio-Spectrum Ceramic and Carbon.
- **TV**: 15" TV with Solo - 32" TV with Studio FitBomb.
- **Exhaust Fan**: Keeps the air fresh, healthy and cool when needed inside.
- **36" Wide (Sliding) Glass Door**: Wheelchair accessible.
- **Removable & Fold Out Bench**: 3-fold out benches in the Studio. 1-Removable 6’ long bench in Solo.
- **Far Infrared Heaters**: FitBomb has combined 2,400 Watts of power FIR heaters that produce explosive benefits. Ceramic: 6 carbon heater panels.
- **Go From Hot Yoga to Intense Fitness in 2 Seconds**: 100’s of exercises - Live Feed.

Studio

Solo